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NEW QUESTION: 1
How would you setup a container in a form in order to make it
visible for operators with the named right Managementgroup2?
A. &lt;container xpath="HasNamedRight" label="Managementgroup2"
visible="true" ...&gt;
B. &lt;container enableIf="expr='[@namedRight]= =
Managementgroup2"' ...&gt;...&lt;/container&gt;
C. &lt;container type="visible"...&gt;&lt;condition
expr="@namedRight = =
'Managementgroup2'"/&gt;...&lt;/container&gt;
D. &lt;container visibleIf="HasNamedRight('Managementgroup2')"
...&gt;...&lt;/container&gt;
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2

Universal con has purchased a lighting component on the
appExchange. Where can that component be utilized? (Choose 2)
A. Salesforce lighting app
B. Visual workflow
C. Salesforce1 mobile app
D. Lightning process builder
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Tina has to arrange seven books on a shelf from left to right.
The books are of seven subjects:
Maths, English reader, English grammar, Physics, Chemistry,
Biology and History.
Maths cannot be placed immediately next to Physics.
English grammar cannot be placed immediately next to History.
Chemistry should be placed somewhere
to the left of Biology. English reader must be placed in the
rightmost position.
If English grammar is placed somewhere to the left of chemistry
and chemistry is placed somewhere to
the left of physics then which of the following must be true?
A. History is placed immediately after physics.
B. Physics is one of the last three books from the left.
C. Biology is placed immediately after physics.
D. Chemistry is one of the first three books from the left.
E. English grammar is one of the first three books from the
left.
Answer: E
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